GOVTECH MATRIX

SOFIA
The GovTech matrix is a part of a series of matrices dedicated to Sofia’s priority industries, prepared by the team of Innovative Sofia. The document aims at mapping the Govtech ecosystem in Sofia, highlighting its development and various stakeholders. The matrix doesn’t claim to be exhaustive and will be continuously updated and expanded. Please, feel free to contribute by sending us your feedback via contact@innovativesofia.bg, so that we could include the received input into our next update.
## GOVTech Companies


## Supporting Organisations

### National
- State e-Government Agency
- Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
- Sofia Tech Park
- Ministry of Education and Science
- Ministry of Transport, Information Technology and Communications
- National Agency for Vocational Education and Training
- Invest Bulgaria Agency
- Bulgarian Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion Agency (BSMEPA)

### Municipal
- Innovative Sofia – Digitalization, Innovation and Economic Development Department of Sofia Municipality
- GIS Sofia
- Sofia Investment Agency
- Municipal Guarantee Fund for SME-s, Sofia
- Sofia Development Association
- Sofia Green

## Universities and IT Academies

### Universities
- Sofia University 'St. Kliment Ohridski'
- Technical University of Sofia
- University of National and World Economy
- New Bulgarian University
- University of Library Studies and Information Technologies

### IT Schools and Software Academies
- Hack Bulgaria
- Information Services Training Centre
- IT STEP Computer Academy
- IT Talents
- Learn from the Masters by Musala Soft
- ScaleFocus Academy
- Soft Academy
- Software University (SoftUni)
- SWIFT Academy
- Telebix School
- Telerik Academy (TA)
- Visteon Engineering Academy
- VMware IT Academy

## Entrepreneurial Organisations

### Associations, Foundations, NGO-s
- AI Cluster Bulgaria
- Association for Innovation, Business Excellence, Services and Technology (AIBEST)
- Bulgarian Association of Information Technologies (BAIT)
- Bulgarian Association of Software Companies (BASSCOM)
- Bulgarian Employers’ Association Innovative Technologies (BRAIT)
- Bulgarian Fintech Association
- Bulgarian ICT Cluster
- Bulgarian Telecommunications Association (ASTEL)
- Cluster Sofia Knowledge City
- Data Science Society
- DEV.BG
- Gate Centre of Excellence (CoE)
- Professional Association of Robotics and Automation (PARA)

### Universities

- Association of the Bulgarian Leaders and Entrepreneurs (ABLE)
- Bulgarian Association of Business Angels
- Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BCCI)
- Bulgarian Industrial Association (BIA)
- Bulgarian Private Equity and Venture Capital Association (BVCA)
- Bulgarian Startup Association (BESCO)
- CEO Angels Club
- Economic Development via Innovation & Technology (Edit.bg)
- Endeavor Bulgaria
- Enterprise Europe Network Bulgaria (EEN Bulgaria)
- European Business Angels Network (EBAN)
- Global Entrepreneurship Monitor Bulgaria (GEM)
- Innovation Center Inc.
- Move.bg

## Events & Conferences

### ACCELERATORS AND INCUBATORS

- Bulgaria Innovation Hub
- Campus X
- Dare to Scale by Endeavor
- Elevator Lab by Raiffeisenbank
- Founder Institute Sofia
- Innovation Starter Accelerator
- Sofia Tech Park
- Start It Smart
- Startup Sofia Accelerator
- Visa|Eleven Innovation Program

### VCs and PE Funds

- BlackPeak Capital
- BrightCap Ventures
- Eleven Ventures
- Entrea Capital
- Impetus Capital
- Innovation Capital
- LAUNCHub Ventures
- Morning Side Hill Fund
- Neo Ventures
- New Vision 3 (NV3)
- PostScriptum Ventures
- Rosslyn Capital Partners
- Vitosha Venture Partners

### Media

- Bloomberg TV Bulgaria
- CIO
- Computerworld
- DevStyleR
- Economia
- Economist Magazine by BGlobal Media
- Gradat Media Group
- Trending Topics Bulgaria
- SeeNews
- The Mayor